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Introduction
Every Qstream 2.0 company/site Program Manager will receive access to their company’s own Qstream
Performance Dashboard. This document provides a summary of how to navigate, filter and export data from your
Qstream Performance Dashboard, in addition to a high-level description of the reports available within the
Dashboard.

General Navigation
Navigating between Report Pages
Your Performance Dashboard consists of a number of distinct pages, each providing different information about
the Qstreams which have been launched across your organization. A description of each page is included later in
this document. Using the tabs at the top of the page, you can navigate between reports, as shown below:

Filtering
Data can be filtered either globally (across all reports within the Dashboard) or when looking at specific reports
and visualizations.
To add a general (global) filter which will apply across all reports:
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1. First expand the Control List as by clicking the arrow and choose from one of the available global filter
options as shown below:

2. Click the control’s dropdown button to view filter options.
3. From the dropdown it is possible to (see image below for reference):
a. Select multiple fields to display using the checkboxes on the left.
b. Select all or deselect all fields using the ‘Select All’ option to the left of the filter name.
c. Reset the filter by expanding the ‘three dots’ menu (located at point C in the example below) and
selecting ‘reset’
d. Search for a specific field you want to filter on.

Charts are interactive and will apply filters across all data on an individual report. These filters will only apply to
the report on the report page which is currently being viewed.
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For example – in this Proficiency report a single Qstream has been clicked and selected in the table to the right.
As a result, the bar chart on the left will display only that data relating to that Qstream. Clicking on the Qstream
name again will re-display all data.

Alternatively, as shown in the image below, clicking on one column in the bar chart will filter the data displayed in
the table to the right. As previously, clicking on the selected bar again will clear the filter and re-display all data.
Note: This same filtering method applies to many graphs and pie charts across the Qstream Performance
Dashboard.
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Drill-downs
Many of the charts and graphs in the Performance Dashboard allow the user to drill down through increasing
granularity of data and back up again. The arrows highlighted in the image below indicate an example of a chart
where drill downs are available. These arrows are displayed when a visualization is hovered over. The example
shown below demonstrates how it is possible to drilldown from comparing proficiency by Country to comparing
proficiency by Department:
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Exporting Reports
Reports can be exported from the Performance Dashboard in two ways: as raw data or as pdf.
(a) Exporting Raw Data
Every visualization includes an icon on the top right with more options. Click on this icon to export the data
associated with a visualization as a CSV or to Excel format:

(b) Exporting Reports to PDF
Right-click on this icon to export the current page as a PDF:

Your PDF will take a moment to prepare and can then be downloaded as follows:
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Performance Dashboard - Reports Overview
The following section provides an overview of each page within the Performance Dashboard.
As each Performance Dashboard is configured with the client’s own settings, customers or different personas
within each client. may have a slightly different set of reports and visualizations available to view.

Dashboard

The landing page of the Performance Dashboard provides a high level view of all Qstream activity for your
organization. If desired, you can filter to a single Qstream or selection of Qstreams as described in the “Filtering”
section of this guide.
The Summary page provides a snapshot of:
• Overall Engagement across all Qstreams – including percentage of participants who have started, who
have not yet started, and who have completed.
• Overall Activity levels – including participation rate (a calculation of what percentage of available
questions to date that Participant has answered, referred to as ‘engagement’ in the Frontline Manager
Reports) – in essence, and indication of whether a Participant is keeping up with their questions or falling
behind)
• Overall Proficiency across all Qstreams – including average initial proficiency, average current proficiency
and average proficiency improvement.
• Content Analysis snapshot – including percentage of responses that were correct, incorrect or partially
correct.
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Qstream Details

The Qstream Details report provides detail on all Qstreams created for your organization. Data includes:
1. Summary Qstream information, including total Qstreams, number of Participants and Enrollments, etc.
2. Breakdown of Qstreams by status – Planned (not yet started), Active and Completed.
3. Breakdown of Qstreams by Type – spacing settings selected, Classic, Turbo, Lightning or Custom.
4. Qstream details – including start and end dates, number of questions included, and number of
Participants enrolled.
5. Participant details – including a list of all Participants who have been enrolled in a Qstream, and the
number of Qstreams they have participated in.
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Engagement Tracker

The Engagement Tracker provides detail on how individuals have engaged in Qstreams across your organization.
Data includes:
1. Summary Engagement information, including percentage of enrolled Participants who have started and
not started their Qstreams etc.
2. Summary of Qstream Status – how many Qstreams across the organization are Active vs Completed.
3. Breakdown of Participant Engagement – Not Started, In Progress, Complete, Incomplete. (Incomplete
refers to participants who did not complete a Qstream before it was closed).
4. Comparison of how many participants have attempted all questions within their Qstream versus those who
have not attempted all questions in their Qstream.
5. Comparison of how many participants have completed all questions within their Qstream versus those
who have not completed all questions in their Qstream.
6. Participant Engagement Heatmap – Participant engagement summary by individual per Qstream.
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Activity Tracker

The Activity Tracker report provides a time-based view of activity on Qstream – a record of how many participants
are answering questions in Qstream over time. Summary Activity information – including total numbers of
Qstream, Questions, Attempts, Enrolments
1. Breakdown of Participant Activity Level by Qstream:
• Very Active = 70-100% participation rate
• Active = 40-69% participation rate
• Inactive = 0-39% participant rate
2. Graphical display of Question Attempts over time
3. Participant Enrolment Detail - for each participant enrollment in a Qstream showing Qstream Status,
Enrollment date, Last Response date and Participant Activity Level (as shown in point 2 above)
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Group Proficiency

The Proficiency report provides a visualization of how Participants are performing by Qstream, by group or by
individual.
Note that drilldown is available on both charts buy hovering over the chart and selecting the drilldown/up arrows
in the top-right of each chart.
1. Summary Proficiency information – including Question Attempts, average initial Proficiency, average
Current Proficiency and average Proficiency improvement.
2. Proficiency display by Qstream and Groups – drill down on this bar graph to compare Initial, Current
Proficiency and Proficiency Improvement levels, broken down by Qstream or by different reporting groups.
3. Proficiency display by Qstream in tabular form
4. Proficiency display by Department in tabular form
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Heatmaps

The Heatmap reports provide an at-a-glance comparison of all how Groups are performing by Topic and
Question. Darker red colors indicate lower levels of proficiency, stronger green color indicates stronger
proficiency. Question and Topic control filters can be found at the top of this page.
1. Summary Proficiency information – including Question Attempts, average initial Proficiency, average
Current Proficiency and average Proficiency improvement.
2. Initial Proficiency Heatmap by Team or Country, Topic or Question (Drilldown)
3. Final Proficiency Heatmap by Team or Country, Topic or Question (Drilldown)
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Content Analysis

The Content Analysis report allows you to view how content is performing within single or across multiple
Qstreams, as well as displaying a heatmap of how many of those attempts where correct, partially correct or
incorrect responses. Question and Topic control filters can be found at the top of this page.
1. Summary Content Analysis information – including percentage of incorrect, partially correct and correct
answer attempts.
2. All Question Attempts broken down by correct, incorrect and partially correct responses.
3. All Question Attempts broken down by First, First & Final, Final and Subsequent attempts.
4. All Question Attempts heatmap displaying attempts broken down by correct, incorrect and partially correct
responses.
a. Click on the “+” icon in the header to view Attempts broken down further by Qstream (i.e., to
compare content performance between Qstreams), by individual participant, and by reporting
groups.
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Leaderboard View

The Leaderboard View report displays rolled-up or individual leaderboards by individual or by group.
1. Summary Question Attempt information provides context – including number of questions and question
attempts.
2. Leaderboard by Team – average leaderboard points scored by ‘Team’ reporting group. Use the drill-down
option to view different grouping options.
3. Leaderboard by Country – average leaderboard points scored by ‘Country’ reporting group. Use the drilldown option to view different grouping options.
4. Full Individual Leaderboard – leaderboard points scored by all individuals.
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Export – Engagement Report

The Export – Engagement Report view allows you to conveniently view and export individual enrollment details
for each participant in the organization. The exported report contains detailed information about each participant’s
status in a particular Qstream, including participation rate, proficiency levels, enrolment date, number of questions
answered and retired etc.
1. Summary information provides context – including number of Qstreams, participants, questions and
question attempts
2. Exportable Listing of every enrollment in every Qstream, with detailed information
3. To export the report, click the ellipsis in the top-right of the table then select ‘Export to Excel’ or ‘Export to
CSV’ from the dropdown menu.
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Useful Tips
How to Extract a list of Non-Starters
While your Qstream is running, it is useful to be able to extract a list of those who have not yet started the
Qstream in order to follow up to encourage participation. This can be done as follows:
1. Navigate to “Engagement Tracker”
2. Select the Qstream(s) in the page filter as appropriate
3. Click on ‘Not Started’ on “Participant Qstream Progress” Pie Chart. This will cause the table of participants
on the right to list only participants who have not yet started the Qstream(s).
4. Mouse over and click on the ellipsis in the top right of the table as shown below and choose ‘Download
Csv (Excel) from the dropdown menu.
5. The exported report will be downloaded
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How to Extract a Leaderboard for a Competition Announcement
While your Qstream is running, we recommend sending regular announcements in order to drive excitement and
encourage participation. This can be done as follows:
1. Navigate to “Leaderboard View”
2. Select the Qstream(s) in the page filter as appropriate
3. Take screenshots of the appropriate individual and/or team leaderboards for sending an update to the
participants
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How to Export a PDF Copies of your Dashboard Pages
When a Qstream has finished, it is useful to export some of the summary reports in pdf format for circulation to
internal management or key stakeholders, or simply for your records. A pdf version of each report can be
exported as follows:
1. Navigate to the report you wish to export to pdf and select the Qstream from the Global Controls at the top
of the screen.
2. Click ‘Export’ and then ‘Download as pdf’ as shown below.
3. When the pdf has been prepared, select ‘Download now’
4. Your PDF export will generate and download to your browser.
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Making People Better At What They Do
Developed at Harvard Medical School, Qstream is the only mobile microlearning
platform scientifically proven to increase long term knowledge retention and
change behaviors that improve job proficiency.
Unlike traditional corporate training and sales enablement programs, the
Qstream mobile microlearning app delivers scenario-based, precision learning
(Qstreams) in just minutes a day, and within the daily flow of work.
Knowledge-intensive industries including life sciences, healthcare, financial
services, and technology use Qstream to improve recall of critical information and
identify individual proficiency gaps so managers know who, what and when to
coach.
With hundreds of enterprise customers globally, Qstream is trusted to build teams
that excel.
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